Celebrating over 25 years of distributing the best in ski,
snowboard and winter-related, lifestyle/travel
entertainment, New Visions Worldwide Distribution
proudly presents...

Sponsored by...
est. 1988

Series
Details...

• All titles are 30 minutes in length
• Offered on a strictly barter basis with 3:00 for Local and 3:00 for National
• All titles adhere to FCC compliance for Closed Captioning as well as Calm Act
• Airing window runs September 9, 2017 – May 1, 2018

1. Art of Powder: Join us as a group of young ski racers experience their first deep

powder adventure in the Washington States Cascade Mountain range. We’ll also meet up with
Aspen Witt who despite had a promising future with the US Freestyle ski team, put skiing on
the back burner to focus on school. Last but not least, we’ll spend some time with America’s
most decorated Downhill & Super G skier, Daron Rahlves, who has put his need for speed off
to the side and now enjoys the slower pace & beauty of skiing in the powder filled backcountry.

2. Mountain Vibes: Viewers will begin by meeting former professional skier Jeff
Engerbretson who has passed the torch to his daughter, Aimee, and together have become
two of the most published skiers of this era. Then get a dose of face shots from Chatter
Creek Mountain Lodge. Viewers third stop of the tour is Canada’s Monashee Powder
Snowcats. And, finally, a group of long time ski friends experience mind blowing powder at
Keefer Lake Lodge...British Columbia’s newest cat skiing operation.

3. San Juan Whiteout: If you love adventuring, you’ll want to join us as we travel

through the San Juan’s…Colorado’s largest mountain range. We begin our journey at close to
11,000 feet in elevation to Purgatory Resort. Next, our travels takes us to San Juan’s
untracked snowcat skiing & boarding where “powder hounds” share the glory. We’ll also take
a side-country tour to the powder gem of Wolf Creek Ski Area. Last but not least, our journey
ends in Telluride where you’ll be wowed with its charm and spectacular scenery.

4. Tight Loose: Come join Teton Gravity Research as they celebrate their 21st Birthday.

Their philosophy is “the tighter your show the looser you can be.” With over 20 years of
traveling the globe & pushing the boundaries of what is possible, TGR has truly experienced
the full spectrum of adventure. It has been a constant evolution of refining a lifestyle...keeping
things as buttoned-up on the front end in order to seize the moment when things reach the
edge of control. Tight Loose means living to the fullest!

5. Way of Life: For some, embracing the mountains is not just part of
life...it’s a way of life. The search for snow shapes not only how they
approach these peaks, but also how they approach the world. And whether
athletes spend their days dropping first descents in Alaska or training for
the Olympics, they’re part of a community built around a shared passion.
The bonds that form from this community transcend continents & cultures
and transform strangers into friends.

6. The Winter of Our Content: Using dramatic backdrops of the Canadian Rockies &
leading edge cinematography, viewers will experience the “sensation of power” and be
inspired to push their own limits through the narrative of Powder Therapy. Big lines, spring
jumps & new school tricks are just a few of the highlights in store for this awe-inspiring
adventure.
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